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Statement of Intent Four Dwellings Primary Academy is committed to raising standards of achievement by ensuring high quality learning experiences for all children. This policy aims to provide a framework within which all members of the school community can work to help children to grow into happy, responsible and increasingly independent members of the community.



Legal framework Education (Independent School Standards) (England) Regulations 2014 The school has legal duties under the Equality Act 2010, in respect of safeguarding and in respect of pupils with special educational needs (SEN). For that reason, this document should be read in conjunction with the SEND, Anti-bullying, Safeguarding and Physical Intervention policies.



Principles At Four Dwellings Primary Academy, our ‘4D’s’ are the principles that permeate all areas of school life. ● Dream - our ambitions, our goals ● Duty - our rules, our responsibilities ● Drive - our determination to do or best ● Dazzle - celebrating our successes, loving our learning Everybody in the school community has rights and responsibilities that relate to our 4Ds. We have the right to learn and work in an environment where: ● ● ● ●
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we are respected and valued as individuals, we feel safe to take risks with our learning, our views are heard, we are kept informed.



We have the responsibility to create and maintain a safe and happy environment by: ● ● ● ●



showing respect for others as unique individuals, viewing our own and others’ mistakes as opportunities to learn, speaking and listening politely and courteously, communicating openly and honestly.



Implementation There are children whose needs or circumstances need to be taken into account when implementing this policy. Children with Special Educational Needs or a Disability (SEND) or children from families in difficult situations. Children in these groups may be at some point require the school to take account of their individual needs and circumstances when applying this policy. Teachers will ensure that all staff are made aware of any pupils who require special consideration. This does not exclude them from the behaviour policy but requires teachers to apply it with empathy and with consideration for the needs of the child and the whole class. All members of the school community are responsible for establishing and maintaining positive learning behaviours throughout the school. At Four Dwellings Primary Academy, we promote positive learning behaviour in the following ways: Whole School Level ● Across all key stages positive learning behaviour is taught, described and rewarded using age appropriate systems. ● Children are given a clear and consistent ideas of what is expected in terms of behaviour by all adults. ● All adults understand and demonstrate the school’s core beliefs about behaviour. ● Adults model respectful verbal and non-verbal behaviours. ● School assemblies are used to develop children’s social, emotional skills and to celebrate their strengths and learning behaviours. The Monday assembly focuses on an aspect of the school’s value for the term. This forms the focus for the week. Class and phase assemblies address this aspect throughout the week. Friday Dazzle assemblies celebrate successes from the preceding week. ● Positive behaviour in corridors, playgrounds, the dining room and on visits is noted and celebrated by all adults using House Points. ● Everyone in the school community are made aware of and contribute to the school’s positive behaviour ethos. Classroom Level ● Teaching routinely incorporates activities designed to promote children’s social skills and emotional development. ● Lessons are structured to be interesting and appropriately challenging for all pupils. ● Appropriate learning behaviours are taught and reinforced in class on a regular basis. ● Children are taught the language of sharing and cooperation, choice and consequences. ● Children are encouraged to identify their own strengths and to recognise and value the diversity within their classroom. 3



● All children’s strengths are recognised and celebrated. ● There are clear classroom routines (eg for entry and exit, moving around the classroom, sharing equipment, working in a variety of groups, changing for P.E. and tidiness of belongings and equipment) to reduce uncertainty and promote an appropriate climate for learning. ● There is a classroom ‘behaviour ladder’ that promotes positive social and learning behaviours. ● Classroom rules are generated by the children and their teacher at the beginning of each year and are displayed in their classroom and used by teachers to advertise and prompt children to demonstrate appropriate behaviours. Individual ● Teachers use behaviour management strategies and in-class support for any child needing additional, short term help to make good social and emotional progress. These strategies and support are outlined in a Behaviour Support Plan. Any child with longer term or more complex needs has a Special Educational Needs Support Plan that outlines key targets and sets out additional help. Any child at risk of permanent exclusion has a Pastoral Support Plan that guarantees additional support for up to 16 weeks. ● The additional help given to children as part of a Behaviour Support Plan or a SEND support plan may involve an adapted or highly individualised timetable. The school accesses support from a range of professionals to support the specific social and emotional needs of the children where appropriate. ● Teachers share the specific strategies planned for individual children with all relevant adults ensuring a consistent approach. Inappropriate Behaviour Inappropriate and disruptive behaviour is dealt with in a consistent, predictable and logical way. The consequences of such behaviour are logical and consistently applied according to each child’s age and stage of development. Sanctions will occur as soon as possible after the event has happened. Staff always create opportunities for children to repair and rebuild relationships that may be damaged by disruptive or aggressive behaviour. In extreme circumstances, exclusion may be used (including internal exclusions). In such cases, a Pastoral Support Plan will be put in place in order to prevent incidents escalating. Children will be risk assessed for all school trips and alternative provision may be put in place. Early Years Foundation Stage (Nursery and Reception) We aim for the children to develop a growing understanding of what is right or wrong and why. During their time in the EYFS the children will develop their learning about the impact of their words and actions both on themselves and others around them. 4



To comply with the Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS) Statutory Framework we will: ● implement this behaviour policy and procedure effectively. ● recruit and assign responsibility to a named practitioner who is responsible for behaviour management in our nursery. They will have the necessary skills to advise other staff on behaviour issues and to access expert advice if necessary. ● acknowledge and act upon any evidence revealing links between significant changes in children’s behaviour and safeguarding. Named designated person for behaviour management: The Early Years Phase Leader shall take on the role of named designated behaviour management person and will: ● work with the Pastoral Team to ensure all staff adhere to this policy and receive extra support and training as required. ● secure training and seek support where required. ● contribute towards individual plans for children with specific social and emotional needs.



Monitoring and review The impact of the policy and practice is measured against information and data collected. Behaviour data gathered includes: - texts home for getting to gold - house points awarded - letters home for 2 x Time Outs in one week - incidents of disruptive, unsafe or aggressive behaviour recorded on CPOMS - exclusions (both internal and external) ● The Pastoral Manager and DHT will meet at fortnightly intervals to review patterns and whole school issues. This data will be reported to the Governing Body termly. ● Exclusions and impact of PSPs are reported to Governing Body ● Pupil / Staff survey / views collated to feed into policy review and practice ● Behaviour systems are monitored in each class through SLT and phase leader learning walks
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Appendix 1 Recognising Positive Behaviour At Four Dwellings we understand that rewards are more effective than sanctions. Alongside our strong curriculum, we recognise that rewards form a significant part of positive reinforcement as an effective behaviour management strategy. Our reinforcement is consistently delivered, timely and age-appropriate We value social, natural and direct rewards. We encourage children to follow our rules because they understand the benefits for themselves and the school community. These intangible rewards are the strongest pastoral tools we have and are central to our aim of instilling our 4Ds of dream, duty, drive and dazzle; although we also use tangible rewards to reinforce our praise. During Lessons / Assemblies



What are children rewarded for?



How are children rewarded?
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Academic achievement (effort) Achievement particular to individuals (how they have moved their learning forward) Positive learning behaviours (resilience, perseverance) Helpfulness Honesty Kindness/Thoughtfulness Sharing Effective listening Verbal praise / thanks House Points Moving towards Gold /class behaviour ladder Stickers - Duty, Drive, Dream and Dazzle Texts sent home (when Gold is reached)



During Play / Lunchtime



Polite/ positive manners Effective reading Joining in discussion Positive attitude to learning Effective presentation Specific behaviour relating to current school value



Polite/ positive manners Helping others Making friends and including others Lining up well Coming in quietly Kind hands and feet Kind words Specific behaviour relating to current school value



Individual/group/class sticker/point charts Mention in assembly/ Visit a senior memberof staff Positive notes/texts to parents Learner of the week



Verbal praise House Points (stickers) Mention in assembly/ Visit a senior memberof staff Positive notes/texts to parents



Implementing the Rewards ● Staff will praise/thank pupils regularly making it clear what the praise/thanks is for. ● Praise is often shared and celebrated publicly with other staff to support and give encouragement to pupils. ● Pupils’ learning is valued and regularly displayed to its best advantage. ● Praise is recorded on children’s learning. Verbal praise is used extensively across the school by all staff. Learner of the Week Every week on a Friday all class teachers nominate a child in their class as their class’ ‘Learner of the Week’. These children are identified as pupils who have been positive role models for others and this is related to our Dazzle (Dream, Duty, Drive, Dazzle). These pupils are celebrated in our special Friday assembly and are awarded with a special ‘Learner of the Week’ badge to wear and take home. Classroom ‘Going for gold’ ladder Each class has a class ‘behaviour ladder’ to enable all children to see the right choices they are making with regards to their behaviour. Every day each child starts on green in the centre of the ladder and they can move up the ladder towards gold by making good behaviour choices. It is expected that the majority of children should be able to reach gold by the end of each day. When child reaches gold ten times. they receive a special invitation to a fine dining experience where they are served lunch by the Head teacher or the Deputy Head teacher. The children receive additional praise and are encouraged to share and celebrate their success with their peers and staff. House points Children are awarded house points for dazzling: ● behaviour outside the classroom ● effort and perseverance ● homework ● presentation of learning in books Children in the house with the most points at the end of each seasonal term share a reward.
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Appendix 2 - Sanctions and consequences The school rules and regulations are designed to encourage positive learning behaviour and good self- discipline. Key to children’s learning journeys in respect of their social and emotional skills is their ability to learn from their mistakes and all children at school need to learn about the impact their behaviour has on others around them. Discouraging inappropriate behaviour Our sanctions take the form of logical consequences to help children learn how to behave well. Children are taught directly and through experience that consequences are logical, predictable and applied fairly given a child’s wider level of understanding and particular circumstances.



Implementing Sanctions Behaviour ladder Children move down the classroom ladder as a sanction for inappropriate behaviour in class. If a member of staff moves a child’s name down as a sanction, they do so without drawing the whole class attention to the disruptive behaviour and with a reminder to the child of the correct choice they need to make in order to have their name moved up again. They move down to a thought bubble - encouraging the child to think about how to alter their behaviour for the better. Time out If a child repeatedly fails to respond to reminders and prompts to make positive behaviour choices, they may have 5 minutes time away in class. If the behaviour continues, they will be sent to another classroom for 5 minutes Time Out. Teachers inform parents when any child is sent on Time Out twice in one week. Disruptive behaviour at lunchtime ● Minor incidents will be dealt with a restorative conversation as soon as possible by a dinner supervisor. ● Children who regularly and significantly disrupt the play of others are given supervised or structured play times to help them learn new play skills and to allow others to have time away from the disruption. This will be via discussion with the lunchtime staff, classroom staff and the pastoral team. ● Any child who is physically or verbally aggressive at lunchtime will have a lunchtime detention.
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Incidents of racism, sexism and homophobia All staff are expected to recognise and deal promptly with racist/sexist/homophobic remarks and gestures with a firm reprimand. The incident will be reported to parents and recorded on CPOMS. The child will receive additional support so that they understand why remarks or gestures are not appropriate. Exclusion In extreme or persistent cases of disruptive, dangerous or aggressive behaviour, the headteacher will use fixed period or permanent exclusion. Exclusion is always used as a last resort. Anti-Bullying guidance We accept at any school, bullying takes place. Here at Four Dwellings Primary Academy we teach children that: Bullying can be defined as deliberately hurtful behaviour, repeated over a period of time and can be: physical (eg hitting, kicking, theft); verbal (eg name calling, racist remarks); indirect (eg spreading rumours, excluding someone from social groups); gesture (eg pulling faces, waving fist); extortion (eg threatening to take property or tell tales); exclusion (eg taking away friends). In order to reduce the incidences and minimise the impact of bullying we: ● teach the children in class and assemblies to recognise and identify bullying and to understand the effects it has on individuals ● adopt a common approach to deal with those who consistently bully. ● adopt a common approach to support those who are victims. This will be done through class lessons, assemblies, anti-bullying day, school council sessions and newsletters home. All children and families will be encouraged to report incidents of bullying. Once a claim of bullying is made, all children involved will be interviewed to establish the facts and to agree the next steps. Advice to parents about bullying procedures will be given annually. This will include information about what bullying is, the effect on individuals, how to recognise it in their child and what actions to take when concerned about it. The information will also explain the procedures that the school will take on their behalf.
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